The Exarcheia Commune Rises and Defends Itself
(tactics for maintaining a state-hostile zone)

Symbiogenetic Desire
(tracing an egoist ecology)

Clarification on the Attack on the CGT Headquarters and On the Topic of 'Anonymous Disassociation'
(on the time and place for co-critique)

Nanotechnology and Transparency
& taking on imperial science

Market Pressurised to Temporarily Drop G.M. Product Lines After Contamination
Campaign Claimed, Lombardy
(communique: stirring the pot in civil society
over our daily consumer poisons)

'The Matter of Knowing Who We Are'
(the enemy is a way of seeing the world)

What Could Compensate for the Loss of the Night Sky?
& the possibilities of electrical disruption

'Rejoin the Circle'
(the gift as a new-old principle of existence)

…and more!